Solution

Regulatory Change Management
Empower your team to reduce regulatory risk and streamline processes
with a solution that will automatically identify regulatory change as well
as manage applicable legislation.
Smart Law Library | Horizon Scanning & Alerts | Search | Enforcement Actions

Developed by Compliance Professionals
for Compliance Professionals
Cover state, federal, and global legislation that
applies to your organization.

Experience our Smart Law Library for the most
comprehensive regulatory content.

Easily view what is new or revised with automatic
change-tracking.

Eliminate the noise with customized alerts that
are relevant to you.

Key beneﬁts
Automate the minutia of

Stay on top of the latest regulatory

time-consuming tasks.

developments.

Alleviate your team’s eﬀorts in

Gain clear regulatory oversight for

managing constant change.

an eﬀective compliance program.

Automate and reduce

95%

reduction in the noise
from regulatory updates

80%

less time spent on
process reviews

Solution Features
Smart Law Library

Horizon Scanning & Alerts

Organize legal content by jurisdictions,
topics, and activities.

Stay on top of regulatory developments.

Filter, focus, and prioritize updates, based
on your regulatory environment.
Receive tailored alerts with a customized
view to take notes and collaborate.

Track and analyze regulatory changes
and agency alerts in one place.
Leverage Horizon Scanning by tracking
active bills by jurisdiction and status.

Automatic Change Tracking

Enforcement Actions

Automatically bring into view deﬁnitions,
citations, and requirements.

Get visibility into the latest penal actions
and related laws and regulations.

See what changed in a regulatory text with
our automatic change-tracking feature.

Get information on the Agency, Aﬀected
Entities, Penalty & Restitution Amount.

View the synopsis of an alert to get a brief
summary of the content.

Intelligent Search
Narrow your search results based on
ﬁlters, like jurisdiction and document
type.
Include or exclude phrases and
keywords to hone in on what is most
relevant.

Part of the Regulatory Intelligence Platform
Our regulatory intelligence platform houses both Regulatory Change and Regulatory Compliance
Management solutions, helping teams to have one source of truth, establish clear processes, and cut out the
noise. Whether you have your own library of laws or looking for guidance on which laws and regulations are
pertinent to your activities, Regology can help.

Learn more about Regology and how we can help simplify regulatory compliance
for your organization by visiting www.regology.com

